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The Speaking Woods
Principal Desk
Dear Parents,
Greetings from Smrti Academy! We thank the Almighty for keeping all of us safe and healthy during these trying times as we step
into the second month of the Calendar year. With the vaccination program on, we can look forward to the end of this pandemic.
The month of January has been quite enriching as students of all Grades got a chance to showcase their talent in the recently
conducted Republic Day online celebration. Their enthusiasm and the will to appreciate the values of our Republic, bodes well for
the country. Grooming them to become responsible citizens of this country should be the contribution of every school and we do
our best to make it happen. Our focus on activities, labs and events online is clearly working.
You will be delighted to know that ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat’ programme was launched by our Hon’ble Prime Minister on Ekta
Diwas (31st October 2015) on the occasion of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel’s birth anniversary to foster national integration through
pairing of States. The main intention is to celebrate the unity in diversity of our Nation and to strengthen the fabric of emotional
bonds between the people. Experiencing India as one through this program will stay with the child all his life. PAS 4 will be based
on projects related to Uttarakhand as Karnataka has been paired with this beautiful state of mountains and valleys for this
academic year. Schools involve the students in activities that will lead to the enrichment of knowledge of the partner state and also
develop a sense of bonding between the two. These activities will go a long way in developing our students as responsible citizens
and it will also promote the spirit of National integration. The ultimate achievement of the program would be that they don’t feel
like strangers in any part of the country.
I would like to wish you a great journey ahead. May we continue to walk in the path of glory and encourage our children to build
success stories of grit and passion and achieve what they have set out for.
Regards
Lily Sahay
Principal
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Upcoming Events and Competitions

PAS 4 – 01/02/2021 to 15/02/2021
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The Speaking Woods
Highlights for the month of January
Grade 1
Montessori sessions
During the month of January, Grade 1 children continued to learn Geography in the Montessori hours. After experiencing the
wonder of the Universe and the Solar system children progressed to learn about the formation of the Earth, composition, and layers
of the Earth via breath-taking visuals, videos, stories and songs. They learnt new vocabulary words like volcanoes, crust, mantle,
outer core, and inner core.
One of the primary aims of the Montessori work is to make our children realise the fact that we are a small part of this giant
universe and within that universe, we must co-exist with many other things in life. We believe with a good deal of time spent on
learning how much work has happened for hundreds and millions of years to make everything beautiful as it is today, our young
Smrtians get an opportunity to reflect on this aim, get a sense of interconnectedness of all the things and prepare themselves to
co-exist, be self-reliant and create a balanced world. At the end of these lessons, children expressed their understanding through
art, drawing, computer painting and essay on how they want this earth to look like and what will they do to take care of the Mother
Earth. We believe that these experiences will help them grow up as responsible adults. We introduced the force of gravity and
children experienced gravity by jumping and letting go of different objects around them. They observed the fact that denser objects
fall down at a faster rate than less dense objects. Through video, story, interaction, and practical experiences children learnt about
Newton and the force of gravity.
Art Integrated learning
Aiming to integrate art with learning, finger print activity was conducted during Mathematics class as a reinforcement for regrouping in 10s and children experienced the ease of counting in groups of tens. Hands on activities provide an opportunity to
improve motor skills and develop interest in learning. Children loved making a collage of Hindi alphabets.
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The Speaking Woods
Grade 2 to 4
Grade 2
Time is very precious and we should not waste it in any way. Time can be defined as the ongoing and continuous sequence of
events that occur in succession, from the past through the present to the future. As a part of Math project, Grade 2 students learnt
how to measure and define what time of the day it is using clocks. Hindi as a second language, children always feel learning
Barahkhadi is a difficult task, especially in sequence. Keeping art integration and multiple intelligence in mind, Grade 2 students
were taught Barahkhadi through an action song using flash cards. Children also made the flashcards and practiced Barahkhadi.
Grade 3
Students of Grade 3 embarked upon a research based collaborative learning journey in which they conducted a guided inquiry into
researching about different animals to write an informative essay. They were divided into 4 groups each of the groups collaboratively
decided on the subtopics that they want in their informational text and each of the group members contributed one slide of the
subtopics to the overall group presentation. They also learnt the art of giving and receiving peer feedback. This activity encouraged
research mindedness and improved their writing skills.
Bill or Invoice, a statement of money owed for goods or service supplied. Grade 3 students learnt about bills and billing of different
items and how to create their own bills. Students will be able to solve addition, subtraction and multiplication to solve problems
related to money.
Grade 4
“Khel Pratibha”, an activity to know about the Indian sportspersons and their achievements was conducted in Hindi. The children
were given a list of different sports and they need to write few sentences about their favourite sportsperson and share their
accomplishments with their team mates in the class. As a part of EVS project, Children made simple machines by using waste
materials. Each child came up with different models of simple machines like Pulley, Lever and Inclined plane. They used waste
card board and chart paper to showcase their creativity. Children learnt different types of forces while making simple machines.
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The Speaking Woods
Grade 5 to 7
Grade 5
Children were asked to write autobiography in Hindi on the topics like “Ek Ghar ki Atmakatha”, “Ek kalam (pen) ki Atmakatha”.
This activity gave an understanding of the language and development of writing skills in Hindi as a second language. The children
came up with their own version of autobiographies with creative and meaningful sentences.
EVS Activities were done by making a list of “Changes around Us” and writing a detailed report about any one of the “Natural
Calamities”. The ELO of “Changes around Us” activity was to understand the nature of changes around us, the LO being to be able
to distinguish between a physical change and a chemical change. The ELO of the Natural Calamities was to understand the causes
and effect of Natural Calamities and the LO was that the children were able to identify the causes and effects of Natural calamities
and suggest preventive measures for the same.
Grade 6
For Grade 6 SST History Ch.8 Ashoka, the emperor who gave up war, an activity of resume - making was conducted. The children
were instructed to make a resume for applying to the post of “Dhamma Mahamatta”. The ELO of the activity was to understand
the concept of Ashoka’s Dhamma. The LO of the activity was that students were able to understand the basic principles of Ashoka’s
Dhamma and measures taken by him to spread it. For Geography Ch. 7 Major Landforms, the students were instructed to collect
information and write about any one of the tourist destinations on any one of the landforms studied. The ELO of the Activity was
understanding the formation of landforms. The LO of the activity was that they were able to understand the geographical factors
responsible for the formation of landforms. In Social and Political life, for Ch.7 Urban Administration, the students were asked to
design a poster for “Swachha Bharat Abhiyaan”. The ELO of the Activity was to understand the function of Municipal Corporations
to maintain Sanitation and hygiene and to create awareness about it. The LO of the Activity was that they were able to understand
the importance of clean and hygienic environment and the efforts of the government to maintain it.
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The Speaking Woods
Fun with Magnets
The topic of Magnets was introduced with hands-on activity by observing and feeling their force of attraction between the magnetic
substances. The session extended by learning the properties of magnets and magnetising the needle, pins etc. In English, a
speaking activity was conducted where the students enacted in a telephonic conversation. The aim of this activity was to reinforce
telephone etiquette. In Math, the students were asked to write any equation with a solution of 21.
Grade 7
The students were asked to speak on any famous person with physical disability and how they coped with it in English. For
Mathematics, the students were told to check if triangles could be constructed using the properties of triangles with the measures
of side/angle given.
For grade 7 SST History, an activity on exploring the devotional paths was conducted. The students were instructed to find out a
song or a poem by Amir Khusrau and Mirabai and read it in the class. The ELO of the activity to explore the various devotional
paths. The LO of the Activity was that they were able to trace back the various spiritual paths during the “Bhakti Movement”. In
Geography for Ch.9 Natural Vegetation, the students were instructed to find out about Jadav Peyang - The Forest man of India
and write about his achievements. The ELO of the activity was to understand the importance of forests. The LO of the activity was
that students were able to understand the fact that forests play an important role in conserving the natural vegetation and wildlife,
hence they should be protected and conserved. In Social and Political life section an activity was conducted to understand
advertising. The children were instructed to design an advertising campaign for goods/Services. The ELO of the Activity was to
understand the need and influence of Advertising. The LO of the activity was that children were able to understand the importance
of effective advertising.

Online Republic Day Celebrations – 25th January
Grade 1
The class echoed with patriotic fervour as the children of Grade 1 danced to the tunes of patriotism, shared their views through
speeches on “Why should I celebrate Republic day? “, sang patriotic songs, dressed up like national leaders, and wore tri-coloured
clothes to mark the occasion. Children learnt about the significance of Republic day, national symbols and participated
enthusiastically in the quiz activity conducted during the celebration.
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The Speaking Woods
Grade 2 to 4
The students spoke about their favourite National leaders and sang patriotic songs. Children celebrated this day with a lot of zeal
and happiness.

Grade 5 to 7
As a part of Republic Day celebrations 2021, an open quiz was organized for the children of grades of 5,6 and 7. The ELO of the
activity was to understand and appreciate the importance of Republic Day. The learning outcome of the activity was that the
students were able to understand the process of formation of India as a Republic country. Students understood the importance of
celebrating the Republic day and many questions of knowledge were explained and reasons were given for questions such as what
is constitution? when is the constitution day celebrated? and what is Beating Retreat Ceremony?

Art Activity
Children participated in drawing our national symbols and their mode of celebration with the image of the fluttering tricolor in
their minds.
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Students’ Corner
Short value-based story
Mother was flying a kite. Her son was watching her carefully. After some time, the son said “Mom, because of the string the kite is
not able to go any further high". Hearing this, the mother smiled and cut the string. The kite went higher and higher and after a
while, it came down and fell on the ground. The child felt very dejected and sad after seeing his kite falling on the ground.
The mother sat next to him and explained “Oh my son, in life we reach a
certain level and then we feel that there are certain things that are not letting
us grow any further like Home, Family, Friends, Culture etc. We feel we want
to be free from those strings which we believe are stopping us from going
higher. But, don’t forget that it’s our home, family, friends and culture are the
things that will help us stay stable at the higher heights. If we try to break
away from those strings our condition will be similar to the kite. We too will
fall down slowly.

Moral of the Story: Never go away from Home, Culture, Family, Friends and Relationships as they help keep
us stable while we are flying high.
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